Changes in local bone density after knee arthroplasty. The use of quantitative computed tomography.
Loosening is a serious problem in total arthroplasty and early detection of bone loss in the vicinity of an implant would help in its investigation. We present a method for the objective evaluation of bone adjacent to metallic implants in which a modified technique of quantitative computed tomography (QCT) is used to reconstruct cross-sectional images with few artefacts. We have used this technique in 19 patients with knee arthroplasties to monitor the changes in bone density around the tibial stem of the prosthesis. In the first weeks after operation all patients showed a decrease in bone density ranging from 0.4% to 3.6% per month. One year after arthroplasty bone density had stabilised and only minor changes were observed. Our work indicates that modified QCT is a sensitive method for the long-term monitoring of the anchorage of implants and allows the early detection of osteolytic changes.